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Abstract 
The purpose of this research was to examine whether knowledge gained through bodily 
experience influences the processing of insults. I presented embodied insults (e.g., 
asswipe), non-embodied insults (e.g., cheapskate), and either non-insults (e.g., armband) 
or compliments (e.g., eyeful) in four insult detection task experiments ('is the stimulus an 
insult or not?'). After each experiment, participants were given a surprise recall task. In 
all four experiments, a facilitatory bodily experience effect was observed, such that the 
embodied insults were responded to more rapidly and were recalled more often than the 
non-embodied insults. I propose that knowledge gained through bodily experience is an 
integral component of the conceptual knowledge people possess for insults. My results 
are also consistent with the idea that embodied insults are understood by creating mental 
simulations of underlying bodily experiences (Barsalou, 1999). 
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The Role of Knowledge Gained Through Bodily Experience in the Processing of Insults 
The emerging viewpoint of embodied cognition holds that cognitive processes are 
deeply rooted in bodily interactions with the environment (Wilson, 2002). That is, bodily 
interactions with the environment are integral to the acquisition of knowledge and to the 
development of cognitive processes that bear on that knowledge (Barsalou, 1999). The 
embodied cognition viewpoint contrasts with the long held classical cognitive viewpoint 
(known as cognitivism), which claims that cognitive processes are not related to bodily 
interactions with the environment; rather, cognitive processes are proposed to be non-
embodied in the sense that they are independent from knowledge gained through bodily 
experience. As such, cognitive processing involves the manipulation of abstract symbols 
via rules in the mind (Cowart, 2004). 
Barsalou (1999) has developed an embodied cognition account called perceptual 
symbol systems theory. According to this theory, bodily interactions with the 
environment are crucial to many, if not all, cognitive processes. He suggested that the 
modality-specific neural systems used for perception and action are also used to represent 
concepts in the brain, through the process of simulation. In other words, conceptual 
processing is, in a fundamental way, grounded in neural systems involved in perceptual 
and motor processing. More specifically, simulation is the partial neural reenactment (and 
thus occurs unconsciously) of perceptual, motor, and introspective states acquired during 
bodily experiences with the environment (Barsalou, 2008). For example, when we have 
bodily experience interacting with a particular car, the brain captures states across all 
sensory, motor, and introspective modalities (e.g., what the car looks and smells like, the 
bodily 'feel' of getting into and driving the car, the fear that may result from nearly 
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getting into an accident, etc.) and integrates them into a multimodal neural representation 
stored in memory. Later, when knowledge is needed to represent the category CAR1, 
these multimodal neural representations are partially reactivated to simulate how the 
brain represented the original experiences. In other words, off-line cognition (i.e., 
cognizing about an object or event that is not currently present) is body-based (Wilson, 
2002): When we think about an object or event, we are neurally re-experiencing the 
sensory, motor, and introspective components associated with that object or event from 
previous bodily experience. 
The notion of simulation has been invoked to explain recent demonstrations that 
knowledge gained through bodily experience influences linguistic processing. One such 
example is that of sentence processing. Supportive evidence for the influence of bodily 
knowledge on sentence processing includes the action-sentence compatibility effect 
(Glenberg, Sato, Cattaneo, Riggio, Palumbo, & Buccino, 2008) and what I will call the 
visibility-sentence compatibility effect (Yaxley & Zwaan, 2007). To foreshadow, for both 
of these effects, the proposed explanations state that when reading sentences people 
understand them by creating simulations of the actions or perceptual implications that 
underlie them. 
Glenberg et al. (2008) investigated the influence of bodily knowledge on sentence 
processing in the following manner. They had participants read two types of sentences: 
(1) those that consisted of something being transferred toward them (e.g., Marco gives 
you the papers), and (2) those that consisted of something being transferred away from 
them (e.g., You give the papers to Marco). Half of the sentences made sense, and the 
other half did not make sense (e.g., Daniele cleans the responsibilities to you). 
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Additionally, half of the sentences consisted of concrete things being transferred (e.g., 
papers) and the other half consisted of abstract things being transferred (e.g., 
responsibilities). The participants' task was to decide whether each presented sentence 
made sense or not. On a point midway on a computer keyboard positioned on the long 
axis from the body, participants placed their index finger of their preferred hand and 
made the following responses. On half of the trials, responding 'yes' meant making a 
button press response that required moving the arm away from the body, whereas 
responding 'no' meant making a button press response that required moving the arm 
toward the body. On the other half of the trials, responding 'yes' meant making a button 
press response that required moving the arm toward the body, whereas responding 'no' 
meant making a button press response that required moving the arm away from the body. 
Glenberg et al. (2008) reported an interaction between type of sentence (whether 
it referred to something being transferred toward or away from one's body) and type of 
response (whether it required moving one's hand toward or away from one's body), such 
that responses to toward sentences were faster when they required a toward response as 
compared to an away response, and responses to away sentences were faster when they 
required an away response as compared to a toward response. Interestingly, the action-
sentence compatibility effect was observed for sentences that described either concrete 
objects (e.g., papers) or abstract concepts (e.g., responsibilities) being transferred. 
Glenberg et al. explained their findings in the following way. When participants read a 
sentence that involved something being transferred away from them, for example, they 
created a simulation of either the concrete object or abstract concept going away from 
them, and thus they were faster at making a button press that required moving their hand 
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away from their bodies, because this away action was congruent with the direction of 
transfer in the simulation. Conversely, participants were slower at making a button press 
that required moving their hand toward their bodies, because this toward action was 
incongruent with the direction of transfer in the simulation. The opposite would explain 
why responses to sentences that involved something being transferred toward the 
participant were faster when the response involved moving the hand toward their bodies 
and slower when the response involved moving the hand away from their bodies. 
Yaxley and Zwaan (2007) investigated bodily knowledge on sentence processing 
using a different methodology. They had participants complete a sentence-picture 
verification task, which involved participants reading sentences and verifying after each 
sentence if a pictured object was in that sentence. The two manipulated variables in this 
experiment were (1) type of sentence (clear or unclear) and (2) type of picture (clear or 
unclear). An example of a clear sentence is, "Through the clean goggles, the skier could 
easily identify the moose", and an example of an unclear sentence is, "Through the 
fogged goggles, the skier could hardly identify the moose". The clear pictures were 
presented at 100% resolution, whereas the unclear pictures were presented at 50% 
resolution, such that they resembled a snowy picture on television. 
Yaxley and Zwaan (2007) reported an interaction between type of sentence and 
type of picture resolution. When participants read a clear sentence, responses to verify 
clear pictures were faster than responses to verify unclear pictures. Remarkably, when 
participants read an unclear sentence, responses to verify unclear pictures were faster 
than responses to verify clear pictures. Yaxley and Zwaan proposed that when 
participants read the sentences, the sentences were understood by creating simulations of 
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the implied perceptual visibility; thus, when reading clear sentences, participants 
simulated an unobstructed viewpoint, and could, for example, simulate clearly seeing a 
moose. When the participants then saw a clear picture of a moose, this matched the 
simulation they had created, and response times were faster as compared to the unclear 
picture of a moose, which was incongruent with the simulation. Alternatively, when 
participants read unclear sentences, they simulated an obstructed view, where they could 
barely make out a moose. When they then saw an unclear picture of a moose, this 
matched the simulation they had created, and responses were faster to the unclear picture 
as compared to the clear picture. Taken together, the action-sentence compatibility effect 
and the visibility-sentence compatibility effect both provide evidence for the influence of 
knowledge gained through bodily experience in sentence comprehension. 
A second area where knowledge gained through bodily experience has been 
demonstrated to have an influence on linguistic processing is in the understanding of 
abstract metaphors. Neisser (2003) stated that metaphoric thought is an act of 
imagination, which is mediated by human embodiment. Lakoff and Johnson (1999) also 
proposed that abstract concepts are grounded metaphorically in embodied knowledge. 
They argued that people possess extensive knowledge about their bodies and 
environments, and that abstract concepts draw on this knowledge metaphorically. One 
example Lakoff and Johnson use to explain the role that bodily experience plays in the 
comprehension of abstract metaphors is the metaphor BAD IS STINKY. When someone 
says, "That book stinks!", we understand that she is stating her belief that the content of 
the book is bad, and not referring to the actual smell of the book (unless, of course, the 
book really does stink). Our understanding of this abstract metaphor, according to Lakoff 
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and Johnson, is mediated by the sensory domain of smell and our having the primary 
experience of being repelled by foul-smelling objects. We can use all this knowledge to 
make an evaluation about something abstract, such as the content of a book. To reiterate, 
we are able to understand that when someone says, "That book stinks!", they are not 
referring to how the book actually smells, but rather, they are implying that the content of 
the book is not good. Knowledge gained through bodily experience with the environment 
clearly plays an important role in our ability to understand not only concrete concepts, 
but abstract concepts as well. 
A third area of linguistic processing in which effects of embodied knowledge 
have been demonstrated is word recognition. A first example is the imageability effect, 
which refers to the fact that words vary as to how easily their conceptual referents can be 
imagined (Paivio, Clark, Digdon, & Bons, 1989). Highly imageable words have 
conceptual referents that can be easily imagined, such as PEACH and BIKE. Less 
imageable words have conceptual referents that cannot be easily imagined, such as 
BRIBE and LOAN. Highly imageable words have been reported to be recognized more 
rapidly and accurately in word recognition tasks (Cortese, Simpson, & Woolsey, 1997), 
elicit more word associations (de Groot, 1989) and more informative definitions 
(Sadoski, Kealy, Goetz, & Paivio, 1997), and are remembered better in recall tasks 
(Paivio, Clark, & Khan, 1988) than less imageable words. Highly imageable words are 
thought to tap into sensory knowledge, and the imageability effect suggests that sensory 
experience contributes in complex ways to the development of more imaginable 
representations (Paivio et al., 1989). From an embodied cognition perspective, the 
imageability effect suggests that for those words whose conceptual referents we have 
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more sensory experience with (e.g., PEACH, BIKE), we develop richer sensory 
simulations, which in turn allow us to respond more efficiently to the words that refer to 
them. 
A second example of embodied knowledge effects in word recognition has been 
reported by Myung, Blumstein, and Sedivy (2006), and is called the object manipulation 
effect. In their study they had participants complete an auditory lexical decision task. 
Participants heard prime-target pairs, and the primes were either related or unrelated to 
the target, based on manipulation features. For example, the prime typewriter would be 
related to the target piano because they share common manipulation features (i.e., using 
both hands, with fingers in a curled position that press downward), whereas the prime 
typewriter would not be related to the target screwdriver because they have different 
manipulation features (as noted, the prime typewriter has the manipulation features of 
using both hands, with fingers in a curled position that press downward, whereas the 
target screwdriver has the manipulation features of using one hand, with fingers in a 
grasping position, and the twisting of the wrist). After hearing the prime, participants then 
heard the target, and had to make a decision as to whether the target was a real word or 
not (half of the targets were nonwords, such as doy). Their results indicated that 
participants were faster to make decisions to target words (e.g., piano) when they 
followed primes that had shared manipulation features (e.g., typewriter) as compared to 
when they followed primes that did not have shared manipulation features (e.g., 
screwdriver). 
Myung et al. (2006) proposed the following explanation for their results. When 
participants heard a prime, they simulated the type of physical manipulation associated 
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with the object. For example, when participants heard the prime typewriter, they 
i 
simulated how a human would physically manipulate a typewriter (i.e., hands facing 
down with fingers curled and pressing downward). When they then had to decide whether 
i 
piano was a real word or not, they were quick to decide that the required response was 
'yes', because the simulation they associated with typewriter was similar to the 
simulation they associated with piano. However, when participants heard the prime 
typewriter and then had to decide whether screwdriver was a real word or not, the 
responses were slower, because the simulation of manipulating a typewriter differs from 
the simulation of manipulating a screwdriver. 
A third example of embodied knowledge influencing word recognition is the 
body-object interaction (BOI) effect (Siakaluk, Pexman, Aguilera, Owen, & Sears, 2008; 
Siakaluk, Pexman, Sears, Wilson, Locheed, & Owen, 2008; Tillotson, Siakaluk, & 
Pexman, 2008). BOI is a variable that assesses the ease with which a human body can 
physically interact with a word's conceptual referent. High BOI items refer to concepts 
such as MASK and BELT, and low BOI items refer to concepts such as SHIP and 
CLOUD. In all the experiments conducted by Siakaluk and colleagues, high BOI and low 
BOI items were controlled for imageability, for two reasons: first, to ensure that 
imageability was not a confounding variable, and second, to look for an effect above and 
i 
beyond imageability, which, as noted, has already been demonstrated to influence word 
recognition processing. 
The BOI effect was investigated using a series of four tasks: a lexical decision 
task, a phonological lexical decision task, a semantic categorization task, and a semantic 
lexical decision task. (Note that in all the BOI studies, the stimuli were presented 
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visually). As noted, in a lexical decision task, participants must decide whether the 
presented letter string is a real word or not. In a phonological lexical decision task, 
participants must decide whether the presented letter string sounds like a real word or not 
(e.g., dog and deap would both require a 'yes' response; doy would require a 'no' 
response). In a semantic categorization task, participants must decide whether the 
presented word is an instance of a particular category. In Siakaluk, Pexman, Sears et al.'s 
semantic categorization task, participants were asked to decide whether the presented 
word was highly imageable or not (e.g., couch and clown would require a 'yes' response, 
whereas fraud and fleck would require a 'no' response). Finally, in a semantic lexical 
decision task participants have to decide if the presented letter string is a real word or not, 
and if it is a real word, participants must then decide if it is highly imageable or not. 
Participants made a 'no' response to the nonwords (e.g., deap), made a 'yes' response to 
the highly imageable words (e.g., couch) and made no response (i.e., did not make a 
button press) to the less imageable words (e.g., fraud). Any words that were not 
responded to were automatically erased from the computer display after a pre-determined 
amount of time. 
In all four word recognition tasks, a facilitatory BOI effect was observed, such 
that responses to high BOI words were faster and more accurate than responses to low 
BOI words. From an embodied cognition perspective, the BOI effect suggests that for 
those words whose conceptual referents humans can easily physically interact with (e.g., 
MASK, BELT), we develop richer motor simulations, which in turn allow us to respond 
more efficiently to the words that refer to them. Taken together, the effects of object 
manipulation and BOI suggest that motor-based knowledge is an important part of the 
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semantic representations of words and leads to more efficient simulation of that type of 
knowledge. 
To summarize, the influence of knowledge gained through bodily experience on 
linguistic processing has been reported in research examining sentence processing, 
abstract metaphor processing, and single word processing. Recent research conducted by 
Siakaluk, Pexman, Dalrymple, Jacob, and Owen (2010) has taken a different approach to 
examining the influence of embodied experience on linguistic processing, by examining 
the processing of insults in an emotional Stroop task. In the original Stroop task (Stroop, 
1935), colour words were presented one at a time in different coloured fonts (e.g., on one 
trial the word green was presented in green font, on another trial it was presented in red 
font, etc.). When each word was presented, the participants' task was to name aloud the 
font colour rather than the word (e.g., if the word green was presented in red font, the 
participant should respond 'red'). Stroop reported that participants were slower and less 
accurate in naming the font colour when the font colour was incongruent with the colour 
word. The explanation for this finding was that cognitive interference was taking place. 
More specifically, the participants' automatic response was to read the word even though 
that is not what they were instructed to do. Therefore, when the colour word did not 
match the font colour, participants were slower to name the font colour because they had 
to overcome the automatic response to read the word (Willingham, 2001). 
In an emotional Stroop task, the same procedure is used, but rather than the 
stimuli being colour names, the stimuli have some sort of emotional content. Previous 
research on emotional Stroop tasks has found that response latencies to name the font 
colour of emotionally laden words (e.g., taboo words such as rape) are slower than the 
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response latencies to name non-emotionally laden words (e.g., run). The explanation for 
this finding is that when participants read words, they automatically process the meaning 
of the words even though they are only supposed to be focusing on the font colour. When 
participants view emotionally laden words, a greater amount of attentional resources that 
would otherwise be used for naming the font color are being automatically attracted to 
processing the meaning of the words, and thus emotionally laden words are responded to 
more slowly than control words with no emotional content (MacKay, Shafto, Taylor, 
Marian, Abrams, & Dyer, 2004; Williams, Mathews, & MacLeod, 1996). 
In the Stroop task conducted by Siakaluk et al. (2010), embodied insults (e.g., 
asswipe), non-embodied insults (e.g., cheapskate), and non-insults (e.g., hardwood) were 
used as stimuli (thus, they called their task an insult Stroop task). They collected bodily 
experience ratings for their insult stimuli, which measured the extent to which the 
meaning of each insult referenced or alluded to knowledge gained through human bodily 
experience. In other words, the bodily experience ratings gauged how important 
participants thought having a body contributed to understanding the meanings of the 
insults. They also collected the following norms: print length, print HAL log frequency, 
morphological complexity, and ratings of frequency of usage, offensiveness, 
imageability, number of meanings, and colour relatedness. 
Siakaluk et al. (2010) conducted multiple regression analyses and reported two 
intriguing findings. First, there was an insult Stroop effect, such that colour naming 
latencies were slower to the insults than to the non-insults. Second, the bodily experience 
ratings accounted for a significant amount of unique colour naming latency variability for 
the insults, even after the variability attributed to the other predictors was statistically 
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removed. In fact, the bodily experience variable had the highest semipartial correlation 
with colour naming latencies of all the predictor variables. Moreover, the effect of bodily 
experience was inhibitory, such that colour naming latencies were slower for the 
embodied insults than for the non-embodied insults. To determine whether knowledge 
gained through bodily experience also influenced colour naming with emotionally neutral 
stimuli, Siakaluk et al. (2010) conducted another Stroop task in which they presented 
neutral stimuli that varied in BOI (e.g., high BOI words such as broom and purse vs. low 
BOI words such as bribe and price). They reported that BOI did not account for any 
unique colour naming latency variability above and beyond that accounted for by the 
other predictor variables in their analysis. Taken together, the results of Siakaluk et al. 
(2010) suggest that emotional valence is a necessary condition for bodily knowledge to 
elicit inhibitory effects in the Stroop task. 
Siakaluk et al. (2010) proposed that the inhibitory embodied insult effect can be 
accommodated by Barsalou's (1999) perceptual symbol systems theory. That is, when 
embodied insults are presented in the Stroop task, they activate richer sensorimotor 
simulations than do non-embodied insults. In other words, when participants view an 
embodied insult, they simulate the bodily knowledge associated with the insult (e.g., 
when viewing the insult numbskull, participants simulate the knowledge of what it feels 
like when a body part is numb). The richer sensorimotor simulations that are activated by 
embodied insults lead to more efficient linguistic processing, which ultimately leads to 
greater inhibition of colour naming responses (see also Cohen, Dunbar, & McClelland, 
1990). 
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The research by Siakaluk et al. (2010) is the first research to examine the role of 
simulation in the processing of insults. Previous research conducted on insults has either 
tended to focus on the use of insults with regards to violence and aggression, or taken a 
sociocultural perspective and examined the use of insults with regards to honour and 
culture. Some of the research examining insults and the Southern culture of honour 
(Cohen, Nisbett, Bowdle, & Schwarz, 1996) has produced interesting findings on 
aggression from a sociocultural aspect. These researchers found that when Northern and 
Southern (referring to regions of the United States) male participants were insulted by a 
confederate of the researchers, there were differences in how participants were affected 
by the insult. Northerners were relatively unaffected by the insult, whereas Southerners 
were more likely to report feeling that their masculine reputation was being threatened 
and being more upset, showed a greater physiological response during the episode, and 
indicated that they would be more likely to engage in aggressive behaviour. The findings 
from this study highlight the insult-aggression cycle present in cultures of honour in the 
southern United States: insults diminish a man's reputation and he then tries to restore his 
status by engaging in aggressive or violent behaviour. This increased aggression typically 
results in the giving and receiving of more insults, and thus an even greater level of 
aggression, continuing in a cyclic fashion. Although this study is informative from a 
sociocultural perspective, it does not provide any insight into the cognitive processes 
involved in processing insults. 
Additional research examining insults and aggression has taken an intrasexual 
perspective. Research examining gender differences in verbal aggression has found that 
females engaged in as much verbal aggression against their rivals as males did, but the 
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content of the derogation differed. Females exceeded males in derogating their rivals on 
the basis of physical appearance, virtue, and sexual promiscuity, whereas males 
derogated their rivals on the basis of strength, status, reputation, and honour (Buss & 
Dedden, 1990). These findings are intriguing in that they suggest that females (who tend 
to insult other females based on bodily appearance) and males (who tend to insult other 
males based on bodily characteristics such as strength) may sometimes use bodily 
knowledge to insult intrasexual rivals. 
The majority of research on insults to date has done a sufficient job of examining 
the types of insults people use, the demographic groups that insults are typically directed 
at, and the social and cultural consequences of being insulted. However, this research, 
other than the Siakaluk et al. (2010) study, has not explicitly examined the cognitive 
processes involved in comprehending insults and how knowledge gained through bodily 
experience may influence our understanding of insults. 
The importance of my thesis research is that it extends the work of Siakaluk et al. 
(2010) by examining the effects of bodily knowledge on the processing of insults using a 
task different than the Stroop task. In my thesis research I used a task I call an insult 
detection task. In the insult detection task, participants view insults and non-insults, and 
are required to determine whether each presented stimulus is an insult or not. The insult 
detection task is a special case of the semantic categorization task, because it involves 
categorizing stimuli as belonging or not belonging to the category INSULT. There is 
much research demonstrating that richer semantic representations (i.e., simulations) lead 
to faster responding in semantic categorization tasks (e.g., Pexman, Hargreaves, Siakaluk, 
Bodner, & Pope, 2008; Siakaluk, Buchanan, & Westbury, 2003; Siakaluk, Pexman, Sears 
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et al., 2008). By using the insult detection task, I predicted that because embodied insults 
should elicit richer simulations, and because richer simulations lead to faster semantic 
categorization decisions, responses will be faster to embodied insults as compared to non-
embodied insults. Thus, I am predicting the opposite effect of bodily knowledge as was 
observed in the insult Stroop task (Siakaluk et al., 2010), as task demands should interact 
with the nature of the elicited simulations: In a task where richer simulations should 
impair performance, as in the insult Stroop task, Siakaluk et al.'s research has 
demonstrated that they do, but in a task where richer simulations should facilitate 
performance, such as the insult detection task, I am predicting a facilitatory embodied 
insult effect, with faster responses to the embodied insults. 
For my insult detection task I used a go/no-go procedure, in which participants 
make a button press response if the stimulus is an insult, but do not make a button press 
response if the stimulus is not an insult (after a pre-determined amount of time the 
stimulus is automatically cleared from the computer display and the next stimulus is 
presented), rather than a yes/no procedure, in which participants make (different) button 
press responses to all the stimuli. In the Siakaluk et al. (2003) study, their semantic effect 
was more robust using the go/no-go procedure (as was the case in Siakaluk, Pexman, 
Sears, & Owen, 2007); therefore, to ensure the best opportunity of observing a 
facilitatory effect of bodily experience in the insult detection task, I used the go/no-go 
procedure. 
In Experiment 1, the stimuli consisted of 36 insults and 36 non-insults. Half of the 
insults were rated as being high in bodily experience (e.g., asswipe), and the other half of 
the insults were rated as being low in bodily experience (e.g., cheapskate). The method 
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for collecting the bodily experience ratings, and the method for selecting the insult 
stimuli are described in more detail in the Methods section below. The 36 non-insult 
stimuli were matched to the insult stimuli on printed length, and did not make sense as 
insults (e.g., hardwood). 
As noted, I predicted a facilitatory effect for embodied insults in the insult 
detection task, such that response latencies would be faster to embodied insults than to 
non-embodied insults. I made this prediction because participants, according to 
perceptual symbol systems theory (Barsalou, 1999), should create richer sensorimotor 
simulations when they process the embodied insults compared to the non-embodied 
insults, and these richer sensorimotor simulations (i.e., semantic representations) should 
lead to faster responding, as is typical in semantic categorization tasks (e.g., Pexman et 
al., 2008; Siakaluk et al., 2003; Siakaluk, Pexman, Sears et al., 2008). 
After participants completed the insult detection task, they received a surprise 
recall task. Participants were asked to recall as many of the stimuli presented in the insult 
detection task as possible. The surprise recall task was used to examine the effects of 
bodily experience on recall memory. I predicted that when given a surprise recall test, 
participants would recall more embodied insults than non-embodied insults, because the 
embodied insults would elicit richer sensorimotor simulations, which would aid in their 
subsequent recall. 
Experiment 1 
Method 
Participants. Thirty-three undergraduate students from the University of Northern 
British Columbia (UNBC) participated in the experiment for bonus course credit. All 
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were native English speakers and reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None of 
these individuals participated in any of the other experiments. 
Stimuli. Thirty-six insults were selected from Siakaluk et al. (2010) for use in the 
experiment: 18 of the insults (e.g., asswipe) were rated as being high in bodily experience 
(henceforth referred to as embodied insults) and the other 18 insults (e.g., cheapskate) 
were rated as being low in bodily experience (henceforth referred to as non-embodied 
insults). The insults consisted of either one word or two words. These bodily experience 
ratings were obtained by Siakaluk et al. (2010) by giving participants the following 
instructions to read while the researcher read them aloud: 
Please read each insult carefully and decide to what extent the meaning of the 
insult references or alludes to knowledge gained through human bodily 
experience and interactions. That is, please rate how important you think having a 
body contributes to understanding what each insult means. 
The participants were then given two examples to help them understand their task. 
The researcher explained that the insult bossy would likely be given a relatively low 
rating because it is not clear how bodily experience would contribute much to its 
meaning, whereas the insult numbskull would likely be given a relatively high rating 
because experience with numbness in our bodies may help contribute to its intended 
meaning. 
The two groups of insults were matched on length (i.e., number of letters), print 
frequency (using HAL log-frequency values from the English Lexicon Project database; 
Balota, Yap, Cortese, et al., 2007), rated offensiveness (on a 1-7 Likert scale), rated 
frequency of usage (on a 1-7 Likert scale), rated number of meanings (on a 0-2 Likert 
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scale), and rated imageability (on a 1-7 Likert scale) (allps > .35). The descriptive 
statistics for the insults are presented in Table 1. Thirty-six non-insults (e.g., hardwood) 
were selected from Siakaluk et al. (2010) to be used as control items. The non-insults also 
consisted of either one word or two words, and were matched to the insults on printed 
length. The experimental stimuli are listed in the Appendix. 
Apparatus and procedure. The stimulus items were presented one at a time on a 
computer display driven by a Pentium-class microcomputer running DirectRT software. 
The participants' task was to determine whether the stimulus items were insults or not. 
Before starting the insult detection task, the participants were primed by instructions 
indicating that when each stimulus item was presented they should imagine themselves in 
a confrontational situation where someone says to them "You are (a/an) ". A trial 
was initiated by a fixation marker that appeared at the centre of the computer display. The 
fixation marker was presented for 1 second, and was then replaced by a stimulus item. 
Participants were asked to respond only to stimulus items that were insults, and to 
respond as quickly and accurately as possible by pressing the '? ' key on the computer 
keyboard. If participants judged a stimulus item to not be an insult, they were asked not 
to make any key press response. If no response was made, stimulus items remained on 
the computer display for 2.5 seconds, and were then removed and replaced by the fixation 
marker. The 72 stimuli were presented in a different random order to each participant. 
Before beginning the experiment, each participant first completed 20 practice 
trials. The practice trials consisted of 10 insult stimuli (five embodied insults and five 
non-embodied insults) and 10 non-insult stimuli. All practice stimuli were similar in 
normative written frequency to the experimental items. 
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After participants completed the insult detection task, they then completed a 
surprise recall task. Participants were given three minutes to recall as many stimulus 
items as they could remember from the insult detection task. Participants typed their 
responses into an Excel spreadsheet. Responses were coded as correct even if they were 
not spelled correctly (e.g., asswhole or wanna be were coded as correct for the insults 
asshole and wannabe, respectively). Synonyms, however, were not coded as correct. 
Results and Discussion 
For all experiments reported in this thesis the following procedure for removal of 
outliers was used. For each participant, response latencies greater than or less than 2.5 SD 
from the cell mean of each condition were treated as outliers. Across participants in 
Experiment 1, this resulted in the removal of a total of 38 observations (3.20% of the 
data) from the data set. Response errors for the insult stimuli comprised only 2.35% of 
trials, and, as such, the response error data were not analyzed. The mean response 
latencies of correct responses, mean error percentages, and correct recall percentages for 
all stimulus types are presented in Table 2. For the first three experiments reported in this 
thesis, bodily experience was a within-subject manipulation in the subject analyses (t\), 
and a between-item manipulation in the item analyses (fe). 
There was an effect of bodily experience in the subject analyses (but not in the 
item analyses) for the response latency data, f;(32) = 2.68, p < .05, SEM = 10.65, partial 
n
1
 = .18; t2 < 1, and for the surprise recall data, ^(32) = 2.54, p < .05, SEM = 2.39, partial 
n
1
 = .17; k(34) = 1.53, p = .14, SEM = 3.86. In the response latency data, responses to the 
embodied insults were an average of 28 ms faster than responses to the non-embodied 
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insults. In the surprise recall data, the embodied insults were correctly recalled 6.06% 
more often than the non-embodied insults. 
The findings that participants responded faster to embodied insults and recalled a 
greater percentage of embodied insults provide support for the influential role of 
embodied knowledge in insult processing. With regards to the response latency data, I 
propose that when participants viewed the embodied insults, these insults elicited richer 
sensorimotor simulations based on bodily knowledge, which led to faster response times. 
The non-embodied insults would not have elicited simulations that were as rich in 
knowledge gained through bodily experience (i.e., sensorimotor knowledge) as the 
embodied insults, resulting in slower response times. The recall data indicated that 
embodied insults were recalled more often than non-embodied insults. When participants 
were asked to recall the previously presented items, I propose that the richer sensorimotor 
simulations that were elicited for the embodied insults during encoding (i.e., when they 
were being processed during the insult detection task) were more easily re-activated 
during retrieval (i.e., during the time period allotted to participants to recall as many 
stimuli as they could), resulting in a greater amount of embodied insults being recalled. 
This finding provides further support for the notion that off-line cognition is body-based 
(Wilson, 2002), by demonstrating that knowledge gained through bodily experience 
influences recall memory. 
One potential problem with Experiment 1 is the fact that 12 of the embodied 
insults contained reference to a body part, whereas only four of the non-insults referenced 
a body part (if one includes the non-insult denture). Therefore, it is possible that body 
part information could have been used as a cue by participants that the stimulus item was 
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an insult. Thus, it may not have been the case that participants were creating richer 
sensorimotor simulations for the embodied insults, which led to faster response latencies 
to these items. Instead, the participants may have noticed that any stimulus with a body 
part in it was an insult, and partly based their responses on that factor. To address this 
issue, I conducted a second insult detection task that was the same as Experiment 1, with 
one modification: Each embodied insult that contained a body part (e.g., asswipe) was 
matched with a non-insult that also contained a body part (e.g., shinpad). I predicted that 
two possible outcomes could occur. First, if the presence of a body part was serving as a 
cue in Experiment 1 that the item was an insult, then I should not find an effect of bodily 
experience in Experiment 2, where the presence of a body part does not reliably indicate 
that the item is an insult. Alternatively, if the presence of a body part was not responsible 
for the results in Experiment 1, then I should again observe an effect of bodily 
experience, and can attribute this result to richer sensorimotor simulations for the 
embodied insults. 
Experiment 2 
Method 
Participants. Thirty-three UNBC undergraduate students participated in the 
experiment for bonus course credit. All were native English speakers and reported normal 
or corrected-to-normal vision. None of these individuals participated in any of the other 
experiments. 
Stimuli. The insult stimuli were those used in Experiment 1. In this experiment, 36 
non-insults were again used as control items, with one modification: Each embodied 
insult that contained a body part (e.g., asswipe) was matched with a control item that also 
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contained a body part (e.g., shinpad). There were 12 embodied insults that contained 
body parts, and thus 12 of the control items also contained body parts. The non-insults 
consisted of either one word or two words, and were matched to the insults on printed 
length. The new set of non-insult stimuli are listed in the Appendix. 
Apparatus and procedure. The same procedure used in Experiment 1 was also 
used in Experiment 2. 
Results and Discussion 
There were 32 observations (2.69% of the data) treated as outliers and removed 
from the data set. Response errors for the insult stimuli comprised only 1.30% of trials, 
and, as such, the response error data were not analyzed. The mean response latencies of 
correct responses, mean error percentages, and correct recall percentages for all stimulus 
types are presented in Table 2. 
There was an effect of bodily experience in the subject analyses (but not in the 
item analyses) for the response latency data, ?/(32) = 3.37, p < .01, SEM = 9.96, partial n2 
= .26; t2(34)= 1.09, p = .28, SEM = 28.88, and for the surprise recall data, tj(32) = 2.86, p 
< .05, SEM = 2.30, partial n2 = .20; fe(34) = 1.42, p = .17, SEM = 4.76. In the response 
latency data, responses to the embodied insults were an average of 33 ms faster than 
responses to the non-embodied insults. In the surprise recall data, the embodied insults 
were correctly recalled 6.56% more often than the non-embodied insults. 
The finding that participants again responded faster to the embodied insults 
indicates that the hypothesis that body part information was underlying the observed 
facilitatory effect in Experiment 1 can be discounted. Therefore, the results again provide 
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support for the notion that the facilitatory effects of bodily experience are due to richer 
sensorimotor simulations for the embodied insult items. 
The recall data indicates that the embodied insults were correctly recalled more 
often than the non-embodied insults, which replicates what was observed in Experiment 
1. This finding provides further support for the idea that bodily experience (and the rich 
sensorimotor simulations it creates) is an integral component of forming and accessing 
memories. 
In Experiments 1 and 2 participants had to distinguish insulting stimuli from non-
insulting stimuli, and the non-insult stimuli were not selected from any one single, 
coherent category. It is possible that this creates a more difficult decision than a situation 
in which the non-insults are from one coherent category (e.g., compliments). In a similar 
vein, Hino, Lupker, and Pexman (2002) suggested that semantic categorization tasks vary 
in the extent to which they require more versus less analytic processing. Hino et al. 
demonstrated that by changing the decision category participants could be encouraged to 
engage in more versus less analytic processing. The argument here would be that, even 
when the decision category remains the same (insults), similar modulation might be 
invoked as a function of the non-insults presented. By this analysis, the insult detection 
tasks used in Experiments 1 and 2, with heterogeneous non-insults, could have evoked 
more extensive analytic processing to determine whether a presented stimulus is an insult 
or not. Presumably, richer sensorimotor simulations should facilitate this relatively 
extensive analytical processing. The results from Experiments 1 and 2 are consistent with 
this analysis. 
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It is possible that with a more coherent set of non-insults participants could 
perform the insult detection task with a relatively cursory or shallow analysis of a small 
set of target features. In order to test this possibility, in the present Experiment 3 I 
modified the non-insult stimuli so that all of them were compliments. With this more 
coherent set of non-insults it may be possible for participants to categorize the stimuli 
based on shallower processing (e.g., the emotional content of the stimuli—insults are 
negative, whereas compliments are positive). 
Therefore, in my third insult detection task, I hypothesized that two possible 
outcomes could occur. First, there may not be a significant difference in response 
latencies between the embodied and the non-embodied insults. This null effect could 
arise if responses are indeed made after a relatively cursory or shallow analysis of a small 
set of target features, which may make the need for using simulations largely 
unnecessary. Second, there may be a small yet significant facilitatory effect of bodily 
experience. Participants may partially rely on analyzing a small set of target features 
(e.g., the emotionality of the stimuli) to decide whether it is an insult or not, but 
simulations may also be used to some extent in helping to make insult versus compliment 
decisions, which may lead to faster response times to the embodied insults. 
Experiment 3 
Method 
Participants. Thirty-three UNBC undergraduate students UNBC participated in 
the experiment for bonus course credit. All were native English speakers and reported 
normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None of these individuals participated in any of the 
other experiments. 
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Stimuli. The insult stimuli were those used in Experiment 1. The non-insult 
stimuli consisted of compliments (e.g., hard worker, level headed), and there were an 
equal number of insults and compliments that contained a body part. The compliments 
consisted of either one word or two words, and were matched to the insults on printed 
length. The compliment stimuli are listed in the Appendix. 
Apparatus and procedure. The apparatus and procedure were identical to those 
used in Experiment 1. 
Results and Discussion 
There were 36 observations (3.03% of the data) treated as outliers and removed 
from the data set. Response errors for the insult stimuli comprised only 1.22% of trials, 
and, as such, the response error data were not analyzed. The mean response latencies of 
correct responses, mean error percentages, and correct recall percentages for all stimulus 
types are presented in Table 2. 
There was an effect of bodily experience in the subject analyses (but not in the 
item analyses) for the response latency data, ti(32) = 3.11,/?< .01, SEM= 15.19, partial 
n
2
 = .23; fe(34)= 1.45, p = .16, SEM = 33.59 and for the surprise recall data, fc(32) = 2.75, 
p < .05, SEM = 1.96, partial n2 = .19; t2(34) = 1.38, p = .18, SEM = 3.89. In the response 
latency data, responses to the embodied insults were an average of 47 ms faster than 
responses to the non-embodied insults. In the surprise recall data, the embodied insults 
were correctly recalled 5.39% more often than the non-embodied insults. 
As noted, I had hypothesized that two possible outcomes could occur. First, I had 
predicted that there may not be a significant difference in response latencies between the 
embodied and the non-embodied insults, if responses were being made after a relatively 
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cursory or shallow analysis of a small set of target features. Alternatively, I also predicted 
that there may be a small yet significant facilitatory effect of bodily experience, as 
participants may partially rely on analyzing a small set of target features to decide 
whether it is an insult or not, but still use simulations as well. The results indicated that 
under conditions in which a well-defined decision category was used (i.e., insults vs. 
compliments) participants responded faster to and recalled more of the embodied insults 
than the non-embodied insults, which replicated what was observed in Experiments 1 and 
2. These results do not support either of the hypotheses proposed above. It appears that 
responses in the present experiment were not being made after a shallow analysis of a 
small set of target features (such as emotionality), and that the richer sensorimotor 
simulations elicited by the embodied insults allowed for faster response latencies and 
greater recall for these items. 
Further evidence for the above conclusion is that the effect sizes obtained in 
Experiment 3 for the response latency data (partial n = .23) and the recall data (partial rj 
= .19) were comparable to the effect sizes for these measures obtained in Experiments 1 
and 2 (partial n2 = .18 and partial n2 = .26, respectively for the response latency data; 
partial n2 = .17 and partial n2 = .20, respectively for the recall data). Therefore, the results 
indicated that even in an insult detection task in which the decision category is well 
defined, participants are still using simulations to make the decision of whether an item is 
an insult or not. The richer elicited sensorimotor simulations for the embodied insults led 
to faster response latencies to these insults, and provide support for the facilitatory effect 
of bodily experience. The richer sensorimotor simulations elicited during the insult 
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detection task also appear to be an important aspect of the formation and retrieval of 
memories, emphasizing the importance of bodily experience for memory processing. 
It should be noted that none of the item analyses for the response latency or recall 
data were significant in any of the individual experiments. Although the embodied insults 
and the non-embodied insults were matched on multiple confound variables, they were 
not matched on morphological complexity. In fact, the embodied insults were 
significantly more morphologically complex than were the non-embodied insults (1.83 
morphemes vs. 1.39 morphemes, respectively; t(34) = 2.62, p < .05). Greater 
morphological complexity should result in slower response latencies in the insult 
detection task, and since the embodied insults are more morphologically complex, 
removing the effects of morphological complexity may increase the effects of bodily 
experience. To test this possibility, I combined the item data for all of the insult stimuli 
from all three experiments and performed omnibus item analyses in which I used 
analyses of covariance (ANCOVA) to statistically remove the effects of morphological 
complexity. The regression of slopes analysis was not significant for the response latency 
data, F2(l, 32) = 2.04, p = .16, MSE = 5,050.55, or for the surprise recall data, F2(l, 32) = 
2.70, p = . 11, MSE = 118.86, indicating that I could proceed and conduct the respective 
ANCOVAs. With morphological complexity entered as the covariate, there was now a 
significant effect of bodily experience in the response latency data, 7*2(1, 33) = 1.39, p < 
.05, MSE = 5,209.70, partial n1 = .18, and a marginally significant effect in the surprise 
recall data, F2(l, 33) = 3.92, p = .056, MSE = 124.98, partial n2 = .11. These ANCOVA 
results indicate that once the effect of morphological complexity is statistically controlled 
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for, the effect of bodily experience is present in items analyses for the response latency 
and recall data. 
One potential criticism of the previous three experiments is that they used a 
relatively small stimulus set (even though the embodied and non-embodied insults were 
carefully matched on numerous confound variables). Experiment 4 was designed to 
investigate whether the facilitatory effect of bodily experience observed in the first three 
experiments could be extended to a larger set of items. To do this, I conducted another 
insult detection task, identical in procedure to the previous experiments, but consisting of 
a much larger number of items (from Siakaluk et al., 2010). In this new stimulus set the 
embodied insults and non-embodied insults were not matched on any variables, as was 
done in the previous experiments; instead, I conducted hierarchical multiple regression 
analyses on the response latency, error, and recall data. At the first step of the regression 
analyses I entered several control variables (see below), and at the second step of the 
regression analyses I entered the bodily experience ratings. I hypothesized that the bodily 
experience ratings would account for a significant amount of unique response latency, 
error, and recall variability, above and beyond the variability accounted for by the control 
variables. 
Experiment 4 
Method 
Participants. Thirty-seven UNBC undergraduate students participated in the 
experiment for bonus course credit. All were native English speakers and reported normal 
or corrected-to-normal vision. None of these individuals participated in any of the other 
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experiments. Data for seven of these participants were not analyzed because they had 
error rates greater than 25% to the insult stimuli. 
Stimuli. The full stimulus set from Siakaluk et al. (2010) was used in this 
experiment. Therefore, there were 178 insults (88 embodied insults and 90 non-embodied 
insults), and 179 control items. The control items were not selected from any one single, 
coherent category. The experimental stimuli are listed in the Appendix. 
Apparatus and procedure. The same procedure used in the first three experiments 
was also used in Experiment 4, with one exception: Because the stimulus set was so 
large, participants were given the option of taking a break after every 90 trials. 
Instructions were displayed on the computer monitor instructing participants on how to 
resume the experiment when they were ready. The 357 stimuli were presented in a 
different random order to each participant. 
The control variables entered in step one of the regression analysis were printed 
length, morphological complexity, HAL log-frequency, and ratings of frequency of 
usage, number of meanings, offensiveness, and imageability. Bodily experience ratings 
were entered in step two of the analysis. 
Results and Discussion 
Data for 19 of the insult stimuli (12 embodied insults and 7 non-embodied insults) 
were removed from the analyses because error rates to them were greater than 25% (these 
items are indicated with an asterisk in the Appendix). There were 145 observations 
(3.29% of the data) treated as outliers and removed from the data set. 
Hierarchical multiple regression analyses were conducted to examine whether 
bodily experience ratings would account for significant amounts of unique variability in 
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the response latency, error, and recall data. For all three analyses the control variables 
were the predictors entered on the first step, and bodily experience was the predictor 
entered on the second step. Zero-order correlations between the predictor variables and 
the criterion variables are shown in Table 3. The multiple regression results for the 
response latency, error, and recall data are presented in Tables 4, 5, and 6, respectively. 
Of most importance for the present study is the fact that the hypotheses that bodily 
experience would account for a significant amount of unique response latency, error, and 
recall variability, above and beyond the variability accounted for by the control variables, 
were supported. 
Semi-partial correlations for the response latency analysis (see Table 4) indicated 
that four predictor variables significantly accounted for unique variability in response 
latency. Printed length was significant, such that the longer an item was, the longer the 
response latency was. This result makes sense, as the longer items should take longer to 
read, and thus responses should be slower. Frequency ratings were also a significant 
predictor, as the insults that were rated as being heard more frequently were responded to 
faster. This result also makes sense, as insults that are heard more frequently should be 
easier to detect as being insults, and therefore have faster response latencies. Imageability 
also accounted for unique variance in response latency, but interestingly, the more 
imageable an item was, the slower the response latency was. I will address this finding 
below (i.e., after the next paragraph). Finally, bodily knowledge ratings were also a 
significant predictor, such that the higher an insult was rated in bodily experience, the 
faster the response latency was. This finding supports the notion that the richer 
sensorimotor simulations evoked by the insults high in bodily experience result in faster 
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response latencies. These results from the response latency data also indicate that the 
facilitatory effect of bodily experience observed in Experiments 1-3 can be extended to a 
larger set of items. 
Semi-partial correlations for the error analysis (see Table 5) indicated that four 
predictor variables significantly accounted for unique variability in the error data. Once 
again, print length was a significant predictor, such that the longer an insult was, the more 
errors that were made in responding to it. This result makes sense, as longer stimuli may 
be more conceptually complex and hence more difficult to categorize correctly, so the 
chances of making an error are higher. Rating of offensiveness was also a significant 
predictor, as the more insulting an item was, the fewer errors that were made in 
responding to it. This result also makes sense, as the more insulting an insult is the more 
confident participants should be that it is an insult, and thus fewer errors would be made. 
Imageability was again a significant predictor and the direction of the result was again 
somewhat surprising (see my discussion in the next paragraph). Finally, bodily 
experience ratings again accounted for unique variability in error data, as the higher in 
bodily experience an insult was, the fewer errors participants made in responding to it. 
This finding supports the notion that the richer simulations evoked by the insults high in 
bodily experience result in more accurate categorization (i.e., fewer errors) of the stimuli 
as belonging to the category INSULT. 
As noted above, imageability was a significant predictor variable in both the 
response latency and error data analyses; however, the direction of the effect in both 
analyses was unexpected. More imageable items were responded to more slowly and less 
accurately compared to less imageable items. These findings were surprising, because I 
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expected that the effect of imageability should be in the same direction as the effect of 
bodily experience. Because highly imageable words are thought to tap into sensory 
knowledge, sensory experience should contribute to the development of richer, more 
imaginable representations (Paivio et al., 1989). By this reasoning, items that are highly 
imageable and items that are high in bodily experience should both elicit richer 
simulations, which in turn should lead to faster response latencies and lower error rates. 
Therefore, I am unsure why the imageability results turned out the way they did. 
As noted in the Introduction, highly imageable words have been reported to be 
recognized more rapidly and accurately in word recognition tasks (Cortese, Simpson, & 
Woolsey, 1997), elicit more word associations (de Groot, 1989) and more informative 
definitions (Sadoski, Kealy, Goetz, & Paivio, 1997), and are remembered better in recall 
tasks (Paivio, Clark, & Khan, 1988) than less imageable words. As seen in Table 6, the 
semi-partial correlation between imageability and recall for Experiment 4 (although not 
significant) is in the direction that supports Paivio, Clark, and Khan's finding (sr = .10; 
highly imageable works were correctly recalled more often). To the best of my 
knowledge, none of the research on imageability to date has examined the influence of 
imageability in a semantic categorization task. So perhaps there is something about the 
richer simulations elicited by highly imageable items that inhibits responding in semantic 
categorization tasks. Therefore, to determine whether my unexpected imageability 
findings are just an anomaly or not I would need to conduct an insult detection task 
similar to Experiments 1-3, where the stimuli are statistically controlled on a variety of 
factors (including bodily experience ratings) and vary only on imageability. If higher 
imageability was indeed found to result in slower response latencies and less accurate 
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responses, then this would pose a threat to Barsalou's (1999, 2008) perceptual symbol 
systems theory. 
Semi-partial correlations for the recall analysis (see Table 6) indicated that two 
predictor variables significantly accounted for unique variability in the recall data. 
Frequency ratings were a significant predictor, as the insults that were rated as being 
heard more frequently were recalled more often. This result makes sense, as insults that 
are heard more frequently should be more easily accessible from memory, and therefore a 
greater percentage of them would be recalled. Bodily experience ratings also accounted 
for unique variability in recall data, as the higher in bodily experience an insult was, the 
more often it was recalled. This finding provides support for the notion that the richer 
sensorimotor simulations evoked when viewing embodied insults (i.e., during the insult 
detection task) are also activated during the recall portion of the experiment. In other 
words, the richer sensorimotor simulations evoked by the embodied insults also have a 
facilitatory influence on recall memory. 
General Discussion 
My research used a task called an insult detection task (a type of semantic 
categorization task) to examine the influence of bodily knowledge on insult processing. 
Previous research has found that richer semantic representations lead to faster responding 
in semantic categorization tasks (Pexman et al., 2008; Siakaluk et al., 2003; Siakaluk, 
Pexman, Sears et al., 2008), and by this logic, I had predicted that because embodied 
insults should elicit richer sensorimotor simulations, responses would be faster to 
embodied insults as compared to non-embodied insults. As predicted, a facilitatory effect 
for embodied insults was observed in the insult detection tasks, such that response 
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latencies were faster to embodied insults than to non-embodied insults. Most importantly, 
my research also supports the idea that knowledge gained through bodily experience 
plays an important role in the processing of insults. 
To examine the effects of bodily experience on recall memory, a surprise recall 
task was also used in all four of my experiments. I had predicted that participants would 
recall more embodied insults than non-embodied insults, because the embodied insults 
would elicit richer sensorimotor simulations, which would aid in their subsequent recall. 
As predicted, a greater percentage of embodied insults were correctly recalled in all 
experiments. The surprise recall task results as a whole are an important finding that adds 
to the knowledge of insult processing, as the recall results indicated that there are 
lingering effects of bodily experience that are still present after completing the insult 
detection task. This finding is important because Siakaluk et al. (2010) did not use 
surprise recall tasks in their study. Thus, my research is the first to demonstrate that 
knowledge gained through bodily experience has an effect on recall memory. 
As a whole, the results from my four experiments provide support for the notion 
that bodily experience has an influence in the processing of insults, with regards to both 
response latency and recall memory. As noted in the Introduction, a theory that can be 
used to explain these findings is Barsalou's (1999) perceptual symbol systems theory. 
According to this theory bodily interactions with the environment are crucial to many, if 
not all, cognitive processes. Barsalou (1999) suggested that the modality-specific neural 
systems used for perception, action, and introspection are also used to represent concepts 
in the brain, through the process of simulation. According to Barsalou (1999, 2008), 
simulation is the partial neural reenactment of perceptual, motor, and introspective states 
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acquired during bodily experience with the environment. When we think about an object 
or event, we are neurally re-experiencing the sensory, motor, and introspective 
components associated with that object or event from previous bodily experience. 
My results are consistent with the idea that embodied insults are likely to be 
understood by creating simulations of underlying bodily experience. While simulations 
for introspective knowledge (e.g., contextual or situational knowledge gained from 
previous experiences using or being called a particular insult) should occur for both 
embodied insults and non-embodied insults, the two types of insults differ in the amount 
of knowledge that is gained through bodily (i.e., sensorimotor) experience. For example, 
we may simulate the sensation of numbness when we comprehend the insult numbskull. 
Therefore, because of our knowledge based on bodily experience, embodied insults elicit 
richer sensorimotor simulations (i.e., more neural reenactment of perceptual and motor 
states; Barsalou, 1999, 2008) than non-embodied insults. As a result, (as demonstrated in 
my experiments), richer sensorimotor simulations lead to faster insult detection response 
latencies. Barsalou's (1999, 2008) notion of simulation can also be used to explain the 
results I obtained in my surprise recall tasks. The richer sensorimotor simulations based 
on knowledge gained through previous bodily experience that were elicited for the 
embodied insults during encoding (i.e., when they were being processed during the insult 
detection task) were more easily re-activated during retrieval (i.e., during the time period 
allotted to participants to recall as many stimuli as they could), resulting in a greater 
percentage of embodied insults being recalled. 
In Experiments 2 and 3 of the present research I was able to discount hypotheses 
suggesting that simulations may not be playing a crucial role in insult processing. One 
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potential issue with Experiment 1 was the fact that 12 of the embodied insults contained 
reference to a body part, whereas only four of the non-insults referenced a body part (if 
one includes the non-insult denture). Therefore, I hypothesized that perhaps body part 
information could have been used as a cue by participants that the stimulus item was an 
insult. Thus, it may not have been the case that participants were creating richer 
simulations for the embodied insults, which led to faster response latencies to these items. 
Instead, the participants may have noticed that any stimulus with a body part in it was an 
insult, and partly based their responses on that factor. To address this issue, Experiment 2 
was conducted, in which each embodied insult that contained a body part (e.g., asswipe) 
was matched with a non-insult that also contained a body part (e.g., shinpad). The results 
indicated that participants again responded faster to the embodied insults and recalled a 
greater percentage of embodied insults, indicating that the hypothesis that body part 
information was underlying the observed facilitatory effect in Experiment 1 could be 
discounted. The results from Experiment 2 again provided support for the notion that the 
facilitatory effects of bodily experience are due to richer sensorimotor simulations for the 
embodied insults. 
In Experiment 3 of the present research I examined the possibility that with a 
more coherent set of non-insults participants could perform the insult detection task with 
a relatively more cursory or shallow analysis of a small set of target features, thus 
rendering the use of simulations unnecessary. To examine this possibility, all the non-
insults used in Experiment 3 belonged to the same category (i.e., compliments) as 
opposed to being general non-insults, as used in the first two experiments. In addition, 
there was an equal number of compliments with body part information as there were for 
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the embodied insults. With this more coherent set of non-insults I hypothesized that it 
may have been possible for participants to categorize the stimuli based on shallower 
processing (e.g., the emotional content of the stimuli—insults are negative, whereas 
compliments are positive). Alternatively, I also predicted that participants may partially 
rely on analyzing a small set of target features to decide whether it is an insult or not, but 
still use simulations as well. The results indicated that under conditions in which a well-
defined decision category was used (i.e., insults vs. compliments) participants still 
responded faster to and recalled more of the embodied insults than the non-embodied 
insults, which replicated what was observed in Experiments 1 and 2. Effect sizes 
(presented in the Results section of Experiment 3) indicated that there was no difference 
in the magnitude of the bodily experience effect between Experiments 1, 2, and 3. 
Therefore, I demonstrated that responses were not being made after a shallow analysis of 
a small set of target features (such as emotionality), and that the richer sensorimotor 
simulations elicited by the embodied insults allowed for faster response latencies and 
greater recall for these items. 
My research, taken in its entirety, demonstrated that a facilitatory effect could 
indeed be observed in a task where richer semantic representations (i.e., simulations) 
should facilitate faster response latencies. My findings into the role of bodily experience 
on facilitating response latencies contrasts with what Siakaluk et al. (2010) found in their 
insult Stroop task, where richer semantic representations for embodied insults resulted in 
an inhibitory effect on response latencies. The difference in the nature of the effect that 
bodily experience has on response latency (i.e., either a facilitatory or an inhibitory 
effect) is directly related to task demands. In my four experiments I used a type of 
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semantic categorization task in which richer sensorimotor simulations (elicited by the 
embodied insults) provided more evidence that the item was an exemplar of the category 
INSULT. In contrast, in Siakaluk et al.'s (2010) insult Stroop task, the task demands 
required that the participants ignore the meaning of the stimuli and pronounce the font 
colour. Thus, in the Stroop task, the richer sensorimotor simulations elicited by the 
embodied insults hindered participants' ability to pronounce the font colour, which led to 
slower colour naming latencies for the embodied insults. 
To do a direct comparison between the insult detection task of Experiment 4 of 
the present study and Siakaluk et al.'s (2010) Experiment 2 insult Stroop task (I chose 
their Experiment 2 because it was the better controlled experiment for randomizing the 
stimuli and the font colours), I re-ran their insult Stroop task multiple regression analysis 
with only the 159 stimuli used in my Experiment 4. The semi-partial correlations for the 
response latency data are shown in Table 7. While the effect of bodily experience is 
larger in the Stroop task, the important finding to note is the direction of the effect of 
bodily experience ratings. In Experiment 4 of my study the semi-partial correlation for 
bodily experience was negative (-.14), indicating that higher ratings of bodily experience 
led to faster response latencies. In the re-run analysis of the insult Stroop task data the 
semi-partial correlation for bodily experience was positive (.32), indicating that higher 
ratings of bodily experience led to slower response latencies. Therefore it appears that 
knowledge gained through bodily experience and simulations play a role in the 
processing of insults, and the effect that will be observed depends on the cognitive 
demands of the task at hand. 
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Conclusion 
The results of the present study indicated that knowledge gained through bodily 
experience is an integral component of the conceptual knowledge people have for insults. 
My results are also consistent with the idea that embodied insults are understood by 
creating simulations of underlying bodily experiences (Barsalou, 1999, 2008). The richer 
sensorimotor simulations evoked by insults high in bodily experience resulted in faster 
response latencies and greater recall memory in all four of my experiments. 
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Footnotes 
'When I provide examples, concepts will be indicated by italicized capital letters (e.g., 
the concept of car will be represented as CAR), and words or phrases used as stimuli in a 
study will be indicated by italicized lower case letters (e.g., the insult bonehead will be 
represented as bonehead). 
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Table 1 
Mean Characteristics for the Insult Stimuli Used in Experiments 1-3 
Insult type 
Embodied 
Non-embodied 
Bodily exp 
5.2 
2.5 
Length 
7.1 
6.5 
Print freq 
5.8 
6.1 
Offensive 
3.2 
3.2 
Usage freq 
3.5 
3.6 
NoM 
1.2 
1.2 
Image 
3.5 
3.3 
Note. Bodily exp = bodily experience rating; Length = number of letters; Print freq = print frequency using HAL log-frequency 
values; Offensive = rating of offensiveness; Usage freq = rated frequency of usage; NoM = rated number of meanings; Image = 
imageability. 
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Table 2 
Mean Response Latencies (in Milliseconds) and Standard Errors, Mean Error 
Percentages and Standard Errors, and Percentage Correctly Recalled and Standard 
Errors for Experiments 1-3 
Insult type 
Embodied 
Non-embodied 
Experiment 1 
M SE 
734 31.2 
762 37.4 
Response latencies 
Experiment 2 
M SE 
711 25.5 
744 24.4 
Experiment 3 
M SE 
762 26.1 
809 31.1 
Embodiment effect 
Control items 
Embodiment effect 
Control items 
Insult type 
28 33 
1.20 
3.06 
.21 
3.23 .8 
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Insult type 
Embodied 
Non-embodied 
Experiment 1 
M SE 
1.71 .8 
2.91 .9 
Error Percentages 
Experiment 2 
M SE 
1.41 .4 
1.20 .5 
Experiment 3 
M SE 
0.36 .3 
2.07 .7 
1.71 
3.31 .7 
Percentages Correctly Recalled 
Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 
M SE M SE M SE 
Embodied 
Non-embodied 
26.76 
20.70 
2.0 
1.6 
26.42 
19.86 
2.1 
2.0 
20.03 
14.64 
1.7 
1.6 
Embodiment effect 6.06 6.56 5.39 
47 
Control items 7.24 1.0 8.33 1.2 16.3 1.5 
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Table 3 
Zero-order Correlations Between the Predictor Variables, Insult Detection Task (IDT) Response Latency, IDT Error Rates, and IDT 
Recall 
Measure 1 2 3 4 51 6 7 8 9 10 \T 
1. DDT response latency 
2. IDT error rate 
3. IDT recall 
4. Printed length 
5. Morphological complexity 
6. HAL log frequency 
7. Frequency ratings 
8. Number of meanings 
9. Offensiveness ratings 
10. Imageability ratings 
11. Bodily experience ratings 
— 
.47** 
_ 23** 
49** 
37** 
.05 
-.59** 
-.10 
__24** 
.09 
.18* 
— 
-.06 
.18* 
.11 
.03 
_ 29** 
-.07 
-.43** 
.16* 
.03 
— 
-.12 
-.04 
.03 
.34** 
.15 
.18* 
.24** 
.17* 
— 
.73** 
.11 
-.41** 
-.16* 
.10 
-.09 
.35** 
— 
-.01 
-.36** 
-.13 
.04 
-.05 
.36** 
— 
.04 
.38** 
.08 
.04 
.04 
— 
.28** 
37** 
.10 
-.31** 
— 
.13 
.43** 
-.02 
— 
-.02 
-.02 .31** 
Note. DDT = insult detection task; HAL = Hyperspace Analogue to Language 
*p < .05, **p < .01 
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Table 4 
Results of Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis for Insult Detection Task Response 
Latency Data for Experiment 4 
Variable B SEB B sr R2 AR2 
Step 1 (Control Variables) .490*** 
Step 2 .487*** .021* 
Control Variables 
Printed length 
Morphological complexity 
HAL log frequency 
Frequency ratings 
Number of meanings 
Offensiveness ratings 
Imageability ratings 
Bodily Experience ratings 
16.94 
-.61 
.72 
-46.23 
2.55 
-13.35 
24.07 
-12.73 
4.01 
14.81 
1.78 
7.37 
45.84 
8.48 
7.68 
5.20 
.39 
-.01 
.03 
-.47 
.00 
-.10 
.22 
-.17 
25*** 
.00 
.02 
_ 37*** 
.00 
-.09 
.18** 
-.14* 
Note. HAL = Hyperspace Analogue to Language. The B, SEB, B, and sr values are for the 
final step in the analysis, where all the predictor variables were included in the equation. 
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001 
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Table 5 
Results of Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis for Insult Detection Task Error 
Data for Experiment 4 
Variable B SEB B sr R2 AR2 
Step 1 (Control Variables) 271*** 
Step 2 .292*** .022* 
Control Variables 
Printed length 
Morphological complexity 
HAL log frequency 
Frequency ratings 
Number of meanings 
Offensiveness ratings 
Imageability ratings 
Bodily experience ratings 
.66 
-.41 
.10 
-.53 
-3.24 
-2.89 
1.68 
-.73 
.26 
.97 
.12 
.48 
3.00 
.56 
.50 
.34 
.27 
-.04 
.07 
-.10 
-.09 
-.41 
.28 
-.18 
.17* 
-.03 
.06 
-.08 
-.07 
-.36*** 
23** 
-.15* 
Note. HAL = Hyperspace Analogue to Language. The B, SEB, B, and sr values are for the 
final step in the analysis, where all the predictor variables were included in the equation. 
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***/? < .001 
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Table 6 
Results of Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis for Insult Detection Task Recall 
Data for Experiment 4 
Variable B SEB B sr R2 AR2 
Step 1 (Control Variables) .173** 
Step 2 .220** .046* 
Control Variables 
Printed length 
Morphological complexity 
HAL log frequency 
Frequency ratings 
Number of meanings 
Offensiveness ratings 
Imageability ratings 
Bodily experience ratings 
-.54 
1.55 
.06 
3.56 
-2.05 
.73 
1.31 
1.86 
.48 
1.77 
.21 
.88 
5.49 
1.02 
.92 
.62 
-.13 
.10 
.02 
.38 
-.03 
.06 
.13 
.26 
-.08 
.06 
.02 
29** 
-.03 
.05 
.10 
.22* 
Note. HAL = Hyperspace Analogue to Language. The B, SEB, B, and sr values are for the 
final step in the analysis, where all the predictor variables were included in the equation. 
*/?<.01, **/><.001 
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Table 7 
Results of Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis for Insult Stroop Task Response 
Latency Data from Siakaluk et al. (2010) 
Variable B SEB B sr R2 AR2 
Step 1 (Control Variables) .261** 
Step 2 .362** .101** 
Control Variables 
Printed length 
Morphological complexitj 
Colour association 
HAL log frequency 
Frequency ratings 
Number of meanings 
Offensiveness ratings 
Imageability ratings 
Bodily Experience ratings 
Note. HAL = Hyperspace Analogue to Language; Colour association = how associated 
with colour the insult is. The B, SEB, B, and sr values are for the final step in the analysis, 
where all the predictor variables were included in the equation. 
*p < .05, **p < .001 
4.68 
6.31 
0.33 
-1.18 
4.97 
-15.74 
-2.63 
5.45 
11.16 
1.79 
6.59 
4.44 
0.79 
3.35 
21.09 
3.80 
3.91 
2.31 
.27 
.09 
.01 
-.11 
.13 
-.07 
-.05 
.13 
.38 
.17* 
.06 
.01 
-.10 
.10 
-.05 
-.05 
.09 
32** 
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Appendix 
Items Used in the Experiments 
Embodied Insults - Experiments 1-3 
airhead, asshole, asswipe, brown noser, butt head, crybaby, dick head, dink, dirty, 
douchebag, dumbass, fat, jackass, jerk off, loud mouth, pinhead, potty mouth, prick, ugly, 
weak 
Non-embodied Insults - Experiments 1-3 
bastard, bugger, cheapskate, cheater, crazy, disgrace, dork, drama queen, ignorant, 
immature, lunatic, moron, nerd, pansy, retard, selfish, stupid, twit, useless, wannabe 
Non-insults - Experiment 1 
airbase, armband, ashtray, ball cap, bandage, burlap, capsize, carve, chandelier, climate, 
clock work, daisy, darn, dashboard, day dream, denture, diameter, disc, fun, gas station, 
immunize, intrigue, jawbone, lottery, mocha, node, plant pot, polka, pullout, purse, 
ribbed, simple life, sizzle, streaky, summer love, tale, undo, utensil, weekend, wife 
Non-insults - Experiment 2 
armband, ball cap, bandage, blue eyes, burlap, capsize, carve, chandelier, climate, daisy, 
darn, dashboard, diameter, foot, fun, haircut, immunize, intrigue, jawbone, kidneys, knee 
brace, lottery, mocha, node, nose hair, polka, purse, ribbed, rough hands, shinpad, sizzle, 
streaky, summer love, tale, toenail, undo, utensil, weekend, white teeth, wife 
Compliments - Experiment 3 
agile, amazing, angel, awesome, ballsy, brainy, brave, bright eyed, clear skinned, cute, 
dependable, dreamy, eyeful, flexible, fragrant, friendly, funny, generous, genius, gutsy, 
handy, hardcore, hard worker, helpful, honest, level headed, limber, lovable, mindful, 
muscular, patient, sexy, sharp eyed, slender, smooth, sociable, soulful, strong, stylish, 
wise 
Embodied Insults - Experiment 4 
airhead, asshole, asswipe, backstabber, blockhead, *blonde, braindead, *brainiac, brown 
noser, butt head, chicken, chubby, couch potato, cripple, crybaby, dead beat, dick head, 
dimwit, dink, dirtbag, dirty, disgusting, *doorknob, douchebag, drunk, dull, dumbass, egg 
head, *fairy, fat, *frigid, *glutton, golddigger, greaseball, gross, hairy ape, helpless, 
herpe face, *ice queen, jackass, jerk off, lame, lardass, *large, lazy, loud mouth, 
lunkhead, meat head, *minute man, muscle head, neanderthal, nosey, not athletic, numb 
nuts, overly aggressive, pea brain, penis breath, pig, pinhead, pizza face, potty mouth, 
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prick, prune face, *puck, pushover, rat, red neck, sack of crap, scrawny, scumbag, *short, 
shrimpy, slow, spineless, stink, stoner, thick skull, too skinny, tool, *toothpick, ugly, 
unattractive, wanker, waste of skin, waste of space, weak, weakling, white trash 
Non-embodied Insults - Experiment 4 
abuser, awkward, bastard, bitch, boring, brat, bugger, *burger flipper, * chauvinistic, 
cheapskate, cheater, chump, *clown, conceited, copy cat, *cougar, crazy, creep, creepy, 
crude, cruel, disgrace, ditz, dork, drama queen, dumb, dumb jock, dweeb, failure, fake, 
floosy, fool, freak, geek, good for nothing, goof, half wit, idiot, ignorant, immature, 
inbred, incompetent, inferior, insecure, insensitive, jailbait, jerk, *keener, liar, loner, 
loser, lunatic, *lurk, mean, moron, naive, nasty, needy, nerd, noob, nut job, nutcase, 
pansy, pathetic, pest, poser, psycho, retard, rude, sad sack, screw up, selfish, *silly, sissy, 
skank, skanky, slob, slutty, snob, stalker, stupid, tramp, twit, useless, wannabe, weirdo, 
whore, wimp, worthless, wuss 
Non-insults - Experiment 4 
abbot, aboard, abstain, airbase, apple pie, arm chair, armband, ashtray, bacteria, ball cap, 
bandage, barley, bathrobe, bench, best man, bind, black and white, blockbuster, book 
mark, bubble, burlap, capsize, cartoon, carve, cat nap, chandelier, chaste, chirp, 
chloroform, chop, cinder, climate, clock work, cognition, cotton, cowboy hat, crate, 
crave, creek, crimson, dairy, daisy, darn, dashboard, day dream, daytime, debit, denture, 
detour, diameter, disc, discomfort, doughnut, drum, duct, duty, eagerly awaiting, easy 
chair, fan club, fare, fashion, fast walk, fence, fender, fever, fibre, flan, fluffy, fun, fur 
coat, gallant, garden hose, gas station, goat, golf, good for something, grade, greenhouse, 
groundwork, handle bar, hang ten, hardwood, heart throb, high five, icicle, illustrator, 
immunize, imploringly, incision, insomnia, intrigue, Java, jawbone, jeopardy, kidney, 
ladle, lambskin, lamp, lamp post, lawsuit, layer, least, leel, lock, lottery, lure, maple leaf, 
mocha, moss, nanny, natal, nerve, niece, node, nook, normalizing, nucleus, once again, 
pallet, pamphlet, pants, party favour, paw, phone call, plant pot, plot, polka, pony, poster 
board, postmark, pullout, purse, rib, ribbed, rust, salon, salt, sand, sandbox, scuff, shack, 
shadowbox, silky, simple life, sizzle, slur, sparrow, speaker, splash, sprite, storage, 
storey, streaky, summer love, sweat shirt, take care, tale, teakettle, tooth, town, tree 
stump, tree top, truth or dare, undo, unrestrained, utensil, vacuum cleaner, warrantee, 
wash and dry, weekend, welt, wheeze, whisky, widen, wife, wind chime, wondrous, 
wool, yellow pages 
